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Security – An Industry Perspective
• Cybersecurity dimensions, layers & planes
• Security Frameworks for Trusted ICT Infrastructure
• 4G versus 5G Security
• Why this talk of Security for IoT and 5G?
• Service Provider enabled trust for devices and Apps
• Certification and Trust Registrars for a global security
framework
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Cybersecurity dimensions, layers & planes
The cyber environment includes users, the
network, the internet and the computing
devices and all applications, services and
systems that can be connected directly or
indirectly to the Internet, and to the next
generation network (NGN) environment,
in both public and private incarnations. It
also includes the software that runs on
computing devices, the information
stored, transmitted and created on these
devices

ITU-T X.805 addresses the 8 security dimensions, the three security layers (network, apps and user information)
across three security planes addresses security in an end to end manner. It addresses 1) the management plane; 2)
the control plane and 3) the end-user plane. Cybersecurity techniques ensure availability, integrity, authenticity,
confidentiality, and non-repudiation. Cybersecurity can be used to ensure that user privacy is respected, it is used to
establish the user's trustworthiness.
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Security & Trust

The CIA Security Triad

Controller
of
Certification
Authority

+ Trust

Trust-centric network
domains

Security, Trust, Trusted ICT infrastructure

Limit access to network domains to devices and applications
based on trust index

Ref: ITU-T Y.3052
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Trusted ICT infrastructures

Trust Domains

Ref: ITU-T Y.3053

Ref: ITU-T Y.3053
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4G vs 5G Security Architecture
SN: Serving Network, HE: Home Environment, AN: Access Network, ME: Mobile Equipment, USIM: Universal Subscriber Identity.
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Why this talk about Security for 5G and IoT?
What’s with IoT Security

What’s with 5G Security

• Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices have very different
attributes compared to mobile phones. IoT Devices
are not personal, they are dispersed and have to
make their data accessible to interested parties,
which can be web services, smart phones, cloud
resources

• 5G brings architectures that are exposed to much
larger threat vectors due to the virtualised and
distributed network nodes, open radio access
networks and multiple slices within shared network
pipes

• Making data available through the Internet is one
thing; doing this in a controlled way, not exposing
data to the whole world, is another thing

• 5G Network slicing introduces complex security
considerations and configurations across
Management, Signaling and User Plane

• Security experts warn that as billions of objects get
linked via the Internet-of-Things paradigm, the
probability of digital mischief causing chaos is
reaching a point of certainty

Network slicing introduces threats
across the lifecycle of the slice
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The security context for 5G/ IoT era
We are now in the
age of intelligent
connectivity, where
the device must
choose
automatically from
one amongst various
available networks
and connectivity
options

5G/ IoT devices will send the data packets over many different
paths to reach intended applications, including the internet
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“On the Internet,
nobody knows you`re
a dog”

UE needs secondary authentication with outside data
network and get authorization on establishing data path
from operator network to outside data networks
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Imperatives for IoT Device and App Security
Device Security Classes

Registration & Certification

Use Case Classification and Compliance

Trust Framework
Unique Identity of
Devices and Apps
Keys & Certificates
Registration of
Service Providers
Certified Devices &
Applications
Privacy Controlled
Access

Root of trust

Identity & Authentication
Controller
of
Certification
Authority

Security by Design: Unique global tamper
resistant identity as root of trust,
certification, digital trust and compliance

Ref: Telecom Engineering Centre Technical Report, M2M Security
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Realising a Service Provider enabled Trust Model

Controller of
Certification Authority

Connectivity Service Provider Role

Ref: TSDSI Study Item
Know-Your-MachineCustomer

Ref: http://secret.cs.uab.edu/media/iot_ecosystem.png

• The Service provider role in IoT and ICT Security
enablement is a globally acknowledged best practice
• India has an IT Act and a Root Certification Authority
managed by the state, only few countries have it
• The combination of Indian Certificates and Service
Provider enabled Trust is a gold mine for IoT Security
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Service Provider Bootstrapping Security
Bootstrapping of Devices & Apps by Trusted
Service Provider

• ITU-T Y.3056 is today a global standard anchored by
Telecom Engineering Centre, India that provides a
technology and network agnostic inter-operable
mechanism for network and IoT service providers to
use globally unique identifiers to enable securitization
of IoT Devices and Applications
• It specifies a cryptographic process for binding a user’s
identity to the keying material provisioned in the secure
element of the user’s device, enabling the device to
communicate securely with trusted services in an open
ecosystem of device, connectivity and application
providers
• Y.3056 is compatible with the ETSI Generic
Bootstrapping Architecture

Ref: ITU-T Y.3056
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National Trust Centre for Devices and Apps
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Putting together the security jigsaw
Certification Authority and National Trust Centre enabled Trust
Framework for IoT and 5G Slices Private Networks
Open Diverse Ecosystems of
Certified Devices as per MTCTE

ITU/ ISO/ IEC/ GSMA
Standards

Tamper resistant
Secure Element,
globally unique
identifiers, keys and
certificates
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BIS IoT Reference Architecture
TEC oneM2M Standards

oneM2M Repository

ITU Y.3056 Bootstrapping

TEC National Trust
Centre and MTCTE
Portal

3GPP and Non-3GPP
Service Provider
Registration and
Bootstrap Framework
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Summary
• 5G Communication Network Architectures are being restructured requiring new
principles for Security Design
• New Actors and Business Models are introducing greater complexity in service
delivery, access control and authentication
• Massive IoT device population, widely dispersed geographically, apersonal nature
of use cases, constrained device capabilities are exposing IoT services to many
new threat surfaces and threat vectors
• Quantum Technologies are forcing out well established encryption algorithms
and security technologies
• Together, 5G and IoT require a fresh and important relook at the criteria for
selection of the trust models, frameworks, roots-of-trust, security by design
principles and end to end encryption capabilities
• Users, Manufacturers and Registrars - all needs and a global collaboration to
ensure that devices and applications interwork and inter-operate across
geographies and service providers using standardized certification and trust
frameworks
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Sharad Arora
Founder, Sensorise Digital Services
•

•

•

Mr. Sharad Arora is an Engineer by profession and has more
than 31 years of experience in broad range of leadership roles
across various spheres of IT and Telecommunication Services.
• As a telecom industry professional, he has played a major role
in setting up of green field IT and Network operations for a
GSM operator and the launch of the 3G business with a huge
portfolio of enterprise and lifestyle products such as a mobile
wallet, surveillance, school bus tracking, security etc.
Sharad is a visionary thinker with a global perspective, leadership abilities, technical
skills, learnability, focus and perseverance for successful orchestration of complex and
large scale “idea to standard” programs. He is a technology evangelist and holds deep
expertise in the areas of Telecom technologies & Operator IT and BSS, Certification
Authority Technologies and Deployment, Network and Device Security, Machine to
Machine Communications, Embedded Systems and IoT, IT for Telecom VAS, SIM cards,
related infrastructure and security.
As Chair, SGSS & Governing Council member, TSDSI, he has continuously supported the
standardization and policy initiatives for Telecom, IT, Transport and Urban
Development. His valued contributions as an author/ editorial member enlist more 6
Technical Reports, 2 ITU contributions and several TSDSI initiatives other than being an
active member of three National Working Groups, BIS Sectoral Committee on IoT, Niti
Aayog Telematics Committee, TSDSI Roadmap and Outreach Committee.
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Sensorise Digital Services is a role model Internet of
Things (IoT) and Machine to Machine (M2M) service
provider and a licensed VNO, with expertise in supplying
end-to-end frugal business solutions for improving
Quality of Service (QoS), remote management and
lifecycle management of M2M and IoT Devices.
As an industry leader, Sensorise contributes to
responsible and orderly growth of IoT and M2M domain,
bridging the gaps in infrastructure, technology and
services with responsible contribution to standards,
policies & regulations to build compliant ecosystems for
consumers, partners and governments.
Sensorise solutions offer dispersed assets, remote
management, high QoS M2M connectivity and complete
security in the IoT/M2M domain. Sensorise is credited to
bring the very first factory ready machine solderable
ESIM in India. Characterized by a unique proposition for
multi-network remotely manageable connectivity,
Sensorise offers exclusive QoSim and SenseLCM
products under IOT/M2M services.
Awarded with the ‘Best IoT Service Provider’ at ET
Telecom awards 2020, also the recipient of the 2019
International Stevie Bronze Award, Vienna in the
category of the Most Innovative Telecom Service Provider
for its ‘End to End Connectivity Service Provider for
Machine Critical Use Case (IoT/ M2M)’ – just to name a
few.
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